THE CONFRONTRTI ONS IN SEATTLE.
The meeting of the world Trade Organisation in Seattle showed, if
only as a distant echo, profound
opposition to the world
financial oligarchy and the multi
nationals.None of these battles
ouer "free trade" can be
separated from the operations of
the capitalist system as a whole.
Certainly Yankee agro business
wishes to open up world agriculture
and take ouer the European and
other world markets.World
capitalism wishes to break
down protected markets in poorer
nations as its superior productiuity and technology giue it
immense aduantages.
The meeting broke up because
there are ineuitable conflicts
between the dictatorship of the
US monopolies,the European Union
and the oppressed poorer countties
who were kept waiting on the
decisions of the wealthy capitalist
states.
The fact that poorer countries
may sell their cheaper products
in the wealthy capitalist states
does not guarantee their economic
progress
Economic competition is also
ferocious among the backward
nations and coupled with the fact
that the third world is in
debt to the richer nations and
they are at the mercy of massiue
and capricious flows of foreign
capital, to speak of free trade
as the answer to all problems
is conspicuously cynical.
World capitalism is in a desperate
state of uicious competition in
which productuity of the aduanced
capitalist states is constantly
augmenting, but the market
which ideally should correspopnd
to this eHpansion is not.
Moreouer capitalism does not
haue the interests or capacity
to deuelop new markets which
it had in preuious epochs.More
and more financial speculation
replaces inuestment in production.
They actually boast of this and
proclaim an "information' economy.
But all that this says is that the
speed and quantity of financial
transactions is the paramount
concern of capitalism.Thus it has
been estimated that the total
worth of financial deriuatiues
traded in 1997 was worth twelue
times the entire world economy.
The parasitic financial sector
determines all and as was shown
in the recent crisis of East Asia
wreaks hauoc in its wake.The
ruined workers and peasants
pay the price but not themultinationals.As for poor economies seeking aid, they are subjected to the dictatorship of the
IMF with its insistence on the free
market economy and ruthless reduction in welfare eHpenditures.All this

is the reality of the world ,
not an abstract discusssion of
"free trade".
The groups who mobilised at
Seattle were uarious and show
the eHistence of a world wide
united front against the
barbarism of capitalism. The
demonstrations were a heauy
blow against the machinations of the rapacious eHploiters
because they haue helped to
publicise the putrefaction of the
whole degenerate system.
But the limitation in the Seattle
meeting was that there was no
direct weight of the communist
-parties.
The Seattle confrontations between
the allies and enemies of world
capitalism showed the weakness on
the subjectiue side of the anti capitalist forces.There is no agreed
programme.This is not a criticism of
the anti capitalist participants
in themselues.lt is certain that
they wish to get rid of the policies
of international capitalism.In the
depth they are saying "world capitalism must be ouerthrown" .MarH
had predicted that the massiue
eHpansion of capitalism generated
forces which laid the basis for its
reuolutionary
destruction.Seattle
is an eHample of the gathering of
these forces, but what is necessary
is the organised programme and
policy for this.The struggle to ouerthrow world cpitalism requires
planning and preparation
especially as the multi nationals
and the financial oligarchy concentrated in the USA haue nuclear
missiles to defend its decrepit
regime.
The communist parties do not
haue a commmon response to this
situation,apart from saying that
the world trade organisation is
an instrument of globalisation.
In other words they act passiuely
as though tha,t is quite enough,
or giue general support to the
uarious anti WTO organisations.
The reason for this is that as the
communists haue no international
to centralise decisions, euery party
decides for itself.The result has

been a submission of the international communist perspecctiue
to national and regional interests
which means making a cult of the
nation state.This limits perspectiue
as though socialism can only be
secured in a "national" form.This
has no marHist basis and conflicts
with the Communist Manifesto and
the source and objectiues of the
October reuolution.lt is no accident
that the Chinese haue entered the
WTO despite, immense opposition
inside and outside the CCP.
No doubt uarious weaker nations
protest against the big capitalist
sharks, but such states haue
uery miHed leaderships and
the famous "national" bourgeoisie
haue long capitulated to world
capitalism.Whole continents
haue been thrown to the wolues
like Africa.It is absurd for
Mbeki in South Africa to speak
of building a "black bourgeoisie"!
and seeking to accelerate priuatisation of key utilities.That is
not going to solue the problems
of South Africa.
What Seattle showed again was
the social debility of capitalism
and as Posadas said the world is
ready for communism.
A huge number of popular forces
demonstrated against capitalism
and no demonstrations supported
it! This is the reality of the world.
The only forces which sustain
capitalism are a few millions of
wealthy people in a few priuileged
countries, hiding behind nuclear
missiles and Nato troops.
Within the integument of
capitalism, there is no possibility
of ouercoming the horrendous
pouerty of the poorer nations.Only
the complete planning of the
world economy under federations
of workers states wm allow
wealthier countries to assist
poorer nations to aduance to
socialism.Seattle has shown the
ualidity of the analysis of MarH
that capitalism is a war between
the massiue growth of the forces
of production and the chains of
the backward system of priuate
property.

DOWN WITH THE EU OF THE MONOPOLIES!
FOR THE UNITED SOVIET SOCIALIST STATES
OF EUROPE.
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imperialist forces.We place our confidence not in the counter revolutionary leaderships in Moscow or
Beijing, but in the communist
masses of those countries.They did
not wipe out the nazi and the Kuomintang murderers to receive
instructions from the Anglo Saxon
capitalist detritus in Washington
or London.
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NATO ASSASSINS OUT OF KOSOVO

which imperialism is going to
launch.And for that, it is necessary
to return to the programme of the
construction of socialism.
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